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Abstract: Architectural construction is responsible for the consumption of large amounts of resources,
so the optimization of architectural design and evaluation is significant for sustainable global develop-
ment. Most architectural assessments focus on energy conservation, novel materials and eco-friendly
strategies, but without agreed indicators and criteria. Since the consideration of natural aspects is
somewhat fuzzy and vague, this study utilized data mining technology to explore the major factors
related to relationships between buildings and nature. By employing the popular technique of
web crawling, this study collected 38,320 architectural descriptions from the “Archdaily”, including
descriptions of 11 types of buildings, four of which were taken as typical research representatives.
The 100 most frequent words were used to create a word cloud. Using Python script, all of the text
was refined and processed with the word2vec model, thereby allowing to conduct Agglomerative
Hierarchical Clustering (AHC). The frequency of words related to natural aspects were analyzed
within 15 architectural design elements. Different building types in different areas have obvious
similarities in terms of design elements, so it is feasible to adopt the same evaluation factors for
the building evaluation systems of different regions. This paper mainly focuses on improving the
accuracy and validity of assessment by providing basic evaluation indicators that could enhance
connections between design and evaluation progress, stimulating the improvement of building
environmental performance.

Keywords: text mining; building design evaluation; agglomerative hierarchical clustering; natural
language processing

MSC: 68U15

1. Introduction

The United Nations has predicted that urban areas will house 66% of the world’s
population by 2050 [1]. Population expansion and increasing basic needs for survival force
cities to develop in unappropriated ways. Buildings are responsible for the consumption of
large amounts of resources [2,3], demanding nearly 36% of all energy usage and discharging
37% of global greenhouse gas emissions in 2020 [4]. With the proposal of sustainability
goals, more and more design theories and new techniques are being tried in practice and
green building evaluation systems are being explored. Green building rating tools (GBRTs)
have been critically discussed in recent years [5]. With the very complex interactions
between subjectivity and social backgrounds, the evaluation criteria for green building
rating tools differ from nation to nation and the effectiveness of GBRTs is doubted as
there are no widely adopted criteria. Since they mainly focus on advanced technological
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promotion [6], green building evaluation factors have an obvious separation from design
processes. Thus, it is necessary to identify the most appropriate indicators for both design
and evaluation systems in order to adapt to sustainability requirements.

The accumulation of data has grown rapidly with the fast development of information
technology. Data mining technology has been developed and is used to process large
amounts of disordered data in many fields [7,8]. As a branch of data mining [9,10], text
mining can extract obscure content hidden from massive texts, which is difficult to achieve
through manual analysis. Text mining has been widely used in finance [11], library man-
agement [12], education [13], information science [14] and other fields. This method can
also be adapted to the analysis of interactions between buildings and nature using large
amounts of architectural information.

This study intends to explore and identify the major design factors with a consideration
of natural aspects by utilizing text mining technology. An essential task in text mining task
is to establish a text corpus, which includes potential knowledge related to the research topic.
In order to extract design philosophy and major factors, this study focuses on descriptions
of real architectural projects by designers. “Archidaily.com” is the most popular website
including news, products, events, and a particular description repository with more than
forty-eight thousand records. The repository is contributed by architects all over the world
under various cultural background, geographic areas, technologies applied, and materials
utilized. It is comprehensive and abundant to provide subject matter knowledge and
discover connotative design factors from experienced architects. For each description, the
specifications of building project are presented, such as location, area, year, surroundings,
and construction technology. Architects express their design thought in the text description,
which contains the most important factors to be discovered. To collect the descriptions of
the building project from the “Archdaily.com” repository, this study employs web crawling
technology to retrieve raw data with respect of Internet access policy.

By applying text mining tools, the text corpus was refined and processed. As this
study focused on the consideration of natural aspects, the six keywords that were selected
were nature, environment, green building, sustainability, landscape and ecology. Since only
high-frequency co-occurrence words in the text corpus could contribute to the exploration
of critical architectural factors, 60 words were retained for four building types. Considering
that plain text is difficult for machines to handle and process, all of the words needed to
be processed via a vectorization operation that could convert text into computable word
vectors. This operation was based on word2vec modeling and implemented a CBOW
algorithm. Based on the word vectors, Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering (AHC) was
utilized in this study, which is an effective and popular algorithm in text mining. AHC
is an unsupervised machine learning algorithm that can discover relationships between
elements within a dataset based on distance metrics. This research focused on extracting
architectural design factors from mass online texts; therefore, AHC could reveal hierarchical
relationships between them and produce critical indicators for building evaluation systems.
Due to the vectorization operation, the cosine distance was selected as the metric for the
clustering algorithm. The primary contributions can be summarized as follows:

1. Combined with data science, the introduction and application of a new method for
obtaining evaluation indicators within the architecture domain;

2. The use of architectural design descriptions as a text corpus to obtain evaluation
indicators using text mining, thereby enhancing connections between design and evaluation
progress;

3. The provision of basic evaluation indicators that could improve the accuracy and
validity of assessments for the sustainable performance of buildings, which could make
evaluation results more instructive.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related works.
Section 3 states the methodology used in this research, including data collection and text
mining technologies. The result analysis and discussion are presented in Sections 4 and 5
concludes the paper.
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2. Review of Related Studies

As well as subjective and judgmental [15], traditional review methods are also time-
consuming and labor-intensive, as are manual inspections [16]. Text mining provides an
effective way to obtain useful information from massive amounts of text. It is an advanced
data analytics tool that originated from multiple technologies, including text classifica-
tion [17], text clustering [18,19], and automatic text summarization [20]. The basic function
of automatic abstracts is to transform unstructured texts into organized formats in order to
support further analysis [21]. The superiority of this method for literature reviews has been
validated within many study fields. Huang et al. used it to analyze free-text medical records
to obtain a better understanding of smoking cessation processes and helpful strategies for
decision-making [22]. In another study, 201,141 pediatric papers were analyzed using text
mining to explore the changing trends in epidemiological studies, which have been gaining
more attention [23].

Today, more and more researchers are analyzing and extracting insights from the
literature. Bibliometric reviews have been adopted in many building studies, including
studies on green buildings [24], BIM [25], and building maintenance [26]. The application
of text mining is not uncommon within the building domain. Xu et al. used test mining to
extract the main safety risk factors from construction accident reports to improve safety
management [27]. Abdelrahman et al. explored the relationship between data science
and energy conservation in buildings by text mining about 30,000 pieces of scientific
literature [28]. Combined with techniques of text mining and case-based reasoning, an
integrated system was introduced by Shen et al. that could retrieve green building cases [29].
Ding et al. used text mining to automatically identify research trends within the domain
of building energy management [30]. It has been observed that the usage of data science
techniques has reached a saturation point within building operation and maintenance, but
remains underappreciated within building commissioning and design [28].

Architectural design is a process with many intricacies. The complex social and
natural backgrounds and personal experiences of architects have a great influence on
design outputs. Even within the same concept of “environmental sustainability”, each
architect or researcher has their own design theory and philosophy. Biophilic, biomimetic,
resilience, restorative, permaculture and regenerative [31], theories are all related to the
concept of environmental architecture and focus on improving the long-term harmony
between humans and nature [32,33]. Ecological design enhances the importance of the
“biological” and “social” aspects of ecology [34]. Sustainability and energy efficiency
requirements are more significant in architecture within the concept of environmentally
sustainable design [35]. All of these design theories and concepts have their own priorities,
even though they all have the same aim of environmental sustainability.

Currently, there are more than 10 influential green building assessment methods
from regions all over the world, such as BREEAM (the UK), LEED (the USA), GB Tool
(Canada), ESGB (China), CASBEE (Japan), ESCALE (France), NABERS (Australia), DGNB
(Germany) and HK-BEAM (Hong Kong), etc. BREEAM (Building Research Establishment
Environmental Assessment Method) was launched in 1990 and is regarded as the first
evaluation system for green buildings [36], but it was replaced by the Code for Sustainable
Homes (CSH) in 2008 [37]. LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) is the
most representative green building rating tool (GBRT), with projects in over 150 regions.
In order to clarify the differences between these GBRTs, many researchers have studied
and compared them. Energy category is the highest weighting in BREEAM, GSAS and
Estidama systems, while the Indoor Environmental Quality category has more priorities in
LEED [38]. Yurong et al. [37] compared the assessment methods and indicators in LEED,
CSH and ESGB. Mattoni et al. compared and analyzed CASBEE, Green Star, BREEAM,
LEED and ITACA and showed that their homogeneity was not equal in terms of quality
and quantity [36]. The quantity and content of evaluation factors are not unified across all
existing evaluation systems. In addition, there is no common understanding or concept of
building performance, which impedes the development of the building domain [39].
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At present, there is an obvious separation between building design processes and
evaluation methods. Current green building rating tools evaluate building performance
using checklists, but these contribute less to improving holistic [40] and people-centered
design methods [41]. Design factors and evaluation indicators are different, both in terms
of quantity and content. It is doubted that GBRTs can really reflect the sustainability
performance of buildings. In addition, a “green” building in one country may be assessed
as having a low score by another sustainability evaluation system [36]. It is understandable
that different nations have their own social and environmental considerations that lead
to differences in the weight distributions of evaluation indicators; however, these huge
differences in indicators enhance the separation between GBRTs. Thus, it is necessary to
establish a basic evaluation indicator system.

3. Research Strategy and Experimental Results

Text mining is a comprehensive technology that is closely related to natural language
processing, pattern classification, relation graph extraction and machine learning, among
others. The selection of the relevant technologies is based on research purposes. This
study aimed to extract the main building design elements with natural aspects, so the
chosen technique was Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering (AHC). AHC is a popular
unsupervised machine learning algorithm that can establish hierarchical trees and reveal
relationships between data. This method is widely utilized within the text mining field
because it requires less a priori knowledge. The research outline is shown in Figure 1
and included five key study phases: data collection and database establishment; data
processing, i.e., extracting valuable words for text mining; word co-occurrence analysis;
converting valuable words into vectors based on word2vec modeling; implementing the
AHC algorithm.

Figure 1. The research process.

3.1. Data Collection

For data collection, the appropriate data acquisition methods and channels had to
be firstly identified. Disproportional data distributions could affect final analysis results.
Existing research articles have tended to be more related to technical research and less
related to architectural design. In addition, little research in articles has been applied to
real construction projects and guidance for architectural design has been weak. Design
descriptions from completed projects emphasize the key points and main design highlights
that were considered during the architectural design process, which correlates more with
the research topic of this study. The “Archdaily.com” website contains a large repository
including the most project descriptions provided by architects all over the world. There are
more than forty-eight thousand descriptions of real building projects that contain abundant
subject matter knowledge to be discovered. Such knowledge indicates the major design
factors of experienced architects in multitudinous scenarios, thus the repository can be
used for text mining corpus.
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In order to retrieve thousands of design descriptions from “Archdaily.com”, this study
implemented web crawler techniques to construct a text corpus for further analysis. Since
the website does not use the robots exclusion protocol (which can indicate the availability
of allowed content), the Selenium automated browser was employed as a source code
extraction tool. Considering internet morality, this research tried to limit the influence of
general users as much as possible. So, a crawler script based on Python was designed to
extract website content during low traffic periods, i.e., midnight and the early hours of
the morning. Moreover, the script could monitor connection parameters, such as latency,
retransmission time, and IP address changes to predict server status, thereby decreasing
the frequency of the script.

The next step was to analyze the HTML source code extracted from the “Archdaily.com”
website. A general approach that is used in Python programming is the BeautifulSoup
library, which can retrieve valuable data efficiently. In this study, the adoptive library
could automatically recognize titles, architects, regions and project years within HTML
source codes and then import them into a database for further processing. An attractive
feature of the BeautifulSoup library is that it can reduce noise within websites, such as
navigation, advertising and statements. Considering the strong relationships between
instances extracted from the crawler script, this study applied a general MySQL database
for data storage. This relational database can provide both reliability and scalability in
the text mining procedure. There were four tables in the database: the text corpus, proper
nouns, extracted features and clustering results. The full data collection procedures are
illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Data collection procedures.

In total, the test corpus contained 38,320 articles and 14,680,948 words. The num-
bers of articles and words in each category are summarized in Table 1. Among these
types of buildings, the category of residential architecture had 15,734 articles containing
5,495,271 words and was the largest category. Religious architecture had 694 articles with
295,754 words and was the smallest category. The top four building types with the most
articles were residential architecture, cultural architecture, commercial architecture and
educational architecture.
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Table 1. Text corpus information statistics.

Type Articles Words

Culture Architecture 4433 1,930,078
Commercial and Offices 4977 1,898,949
Education Architecture 3455 1,423,947
Healthcare Architecture 1034 388,799
Hospitality Architecture 3253 1,282,415

Industrial and Infrastructure 1406 556,029
Landscape and Urbanism 1390 594,095
Public Architecture article 1038 457,440

Religious Architecture 694 295,754
Residential Architecture 15,734 5,495,271

Sports Architecture 906 358,171

The quantity and descriptions of projects from the Archdaily website covered the
majority of countries across the world. The distribution and number of project introductions
can be seen in Figure 3. Each country had more than 100 project descriptions, except several
countries in Africa. The United States had the largest number of projects, with more than
3000. There was no information about architectural projects in some countries and regions
in western Asia, northern South America and Africa. The dataset had good validity in
terms of quantity and coverage.

Figure 3. The distribution and number of project introductions.

The number of projects involving each building type published from 2007 to 2021
was counted and is shown in Figure 4. In terms of holistic trends, the number of projects
increased year by year; however, the number started to decline from 2020. There was
a significant decrease in 2021, partly because of the incomplete data acquisition (the data
on Archdaily were crawled in October 2021). This drop was likely due to the reduction
in new construction projects that was caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Among the
11 architectural types, project descriptions of residential buildings were the most common
each year, followed by commercial and office buildings, cultural buildings, educational
buildings and hotel buildings.
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Figure 4. The number of projects involving each building type from 2007 to 2021.

3.2. Data Preprocessing

In the data mining process, data preprocessing is a critical procedure because collected
data can include noise, dimension disasters and redundant instances. A very popular
viewpoint is that data preprocessing should occupy more than half of the total workload in
a data mining task. In this study, the data were unlikely to include noise since all of the
text that was collected by the crawler techniques was generated by subject professionals.
However, there were definite dimension disasters and redundant instances in the collected
data, such as conjunctions, prepositions and numbers. These words were of extremely low
value to the research purpose and increased the number of unnecessary calculations in the
subsequent processing; therefore, they were deleted during the preprocessing. Another
kind of word that had to be disposed of was common words. Common words were too
general to offer valuable information from text mining and also increased the number of
unnecessary computations. This study employed a Natural Language ToolKit module
(NLTK), along with subject experience, to obtain stop words and remove redundant words
from the text corpus. This operation could also decrease the dimensions of word vectors in
the subsequent procedures.

In addition, word normalization is an essential preprocessing step in text mining.
Since there are many different forms of single words expressing similar meanings within
text corpora, they would be treated as different words without normalization. Therefore,
this study unified lowercase, singular form and primary tense words within the text corpus.
Moreover, a spell check and word root extraction were also implemented automatically
by the NLTK. All of these preprocessing steps could decrease dimensions and redundant
words with little information loss, thus increasing the value density of the text corpus for
further mining processes.

3.3. Word Co-Occurrence Analysis

In the linguistics domain, there are certain mutual relationships between the words in
every sentence; thus, the degree of association between words can be captured by word
co-occurrence relationship matrices. The more two words appear within the same natural
statement, the closer their relationship. In this study, six words with high correlations
to the research topic were chosen as keywords: nature, environment, green building,
sustainability, landscape and ecology. The words were converted into their word roots for
counting; thus, all of the different forms of each word were counted together. The words
that co-occurred with the keywords were used for further analysis. Table 2 showed the
results of word co-occurrence.
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Table 2. The results of word co-occurrence.

Type Number of Co-Occurrence
Words with Nature Aspect

Average Number of Co-Occurrence
Words with Nature Aspect per Article

The Average
Percentage per Article

Culture architecture 260,417 58.75 13.49%
Commercial and offices 243,464 48.92 12.82%
Education architecture 220,044 63.69 15.45%
Healthcare architecture 37,978 58.63 15.59%
Hospitality architecture 197,206 60.62 15.38%

Industrial and infrastructure 82,814 58.90 14.89%
Landscape and urbanism 126,658 91.12 21.32%

Public architecture 63,474 61.15 13.88%
Religious architecture 34,318 49.45 11.60%

Residential architecture 802,824 51.02 14.61%
Sports architecture 51,709 57.07 14.44%

Word cloud maps are important data visualization tools that are widely applied in
data mining. They emphasize the main points of articles by filtering out low-frequency
and low-quality text information. The “keywords” that appear the most frequently in
mass text content are visually highlighted in word cloud maps, i.e., the more frequently
the “keywords” appear, the larger their font in the word cloud. As cultural architecture,
commercial architecture, educational architecture and residential architecture had the
largest numbers of article, these four building types were taken as the typical representatives
for further research. For each of these four building types, the 100 most frequently used
words were highlighted in word cloud maps, which are shown in Figure 5.

(a) Cultural Architecture (b) Commercial Architecture

(c) Educational Architecture (d) Residential Architecture

Figure 5. The word clouds for the four selected building types.

By comparing the word frequency lists for the four types of architecture, the most high-
frequency words were found as light, landscape, material, surround, structure, facade, area,
site, view and the main user of buildings. Most of the top 100 words could be categorized.
For example, roof, wall and floor could be categorized as structure and plant, trees and
gardens could be categorized as landscape. Thus, the design factors within the natural
dimension could be summarized as area, light, landscape, structure, material, facade, site,
water, wind and view. However, these classifications were only based on subject experience
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and knowledge, so the results were too subjective. Therefore, it was necessary to further
explore the relationships between the words.

3.4. Word Clustering

Considering text data are unstructured and difficult to calculate directly, the first step
of clustering is the implementation of the word2vec tool, which is currently regarded as the
most popular approach in text mining. Word2vec was developed by Google and works as
a three-layer neural network to convert text into word vectors. Since words that are close to
each other are semantically relative within a sentence, the algorithm can execute training in
the neural network, thus establishing mapping from words to vectors. This procedure can
retrieve relationships between words in text corpora and express them as vectors, which is
convenient for machine calculations and processing. There are many methods for using
word2vec; this study employed CBOW, which can predict central words based on context.

The CBOW model includes input layer, hidden layers, and output layer, which follows
the neural network structure. Similarly, there are two weight matrices connecting the layers,
named ω and ϕ. The predicted word is called center word, named c, while words in the
context are called surrounding words named s. It should be noted that the number of
surrounding words is also called window size. In this study, the total length of the text
corpus is named V, window size is named w, and the dimension of word vector is N. The
first procedure of CBOW modeling is to perform one-hot coding for surrounding works, so
the s is converted to vectors. The next procedure is calculating the Hidden Layer vector
(HL), and the equation is as follows:

HL =
1
n

ω1 ·
n

∑
i=1

xi (1)

where: ω is input weight matrix, x is surround word vectors.
In this procedure, all the words in text corpus are mapping into weight matrix ω in

the form of n-dimension vectors, hence ω is also called the matrix of center word vector.
The third procedure of CBOW modeling is utilizing the matrix of surrounding word vector
named ϕ to calculate output layer µ, which is expressed as follows:

µj = ϕj · HL (2)

where: ϕ is output weight matrix, varphij is the j column of matrix ϕ, HL is hidden
layer vectors.

In order to output classification result, SoftMax function is employed to calculate
posterior probability that indicates the probability of center word c given surrounding
words s. The equation is expressed as follows:

p(c|s) = yi =
exp(µic)

∑V
j=1 exp(µjs)

(3)

where: µj is j column of matrix ϕ, y is the probability vector of output.
According to the Equation (3), the word with the highest probability is the predicted

center word c given surrounding words s, and the CBOW model can establish the forward
calculation. Then, the two weight matrices ω and ϕ can be trained by text corpus, and
finalize the CBOW modeling. This training is performed by a very common error back
propagation algorithm.

Since the parameter setup is important in the CBOW algorithm, the dimensions of
word vectors and the widths of the surrounding word sequences can affect training accuracy.
If the dimensions are set too small, it can cause redundant collisions, while dimensions
that are too large can lead to huge computation consumption. In addition, the widths of
the surrounding word sequences determine the dependencies between central words and
define the context scope. This study set the dimensions to 300 and the width to 5. After
50 epochs of training, the proposed word2vec model achieved convergence. During the
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experiment, 10 independent training runs could predict highly similar vectors for three
common words in architectural design: window, glass and light. This proved that the
word2vec model could convert words from the text corpus into vectors accurately and
efficiency. The CBOW algorithm procedures are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. The word cloud of four building types.

For each building type, the number of co-occurring words was huge. For example,
there were 27,462 words co-occurring with the keywords for residential architecture. Obvi-
ously, it was unnecessary to process all of these words during the text mining. This study
conducted frequency filtering before the clustering analysis via term frequency–inverse
document frequency (TF-IDF). The fundamental principle of TF-IDF is that a word is more
important if it has a higher frequency in one type of sentence but a lower frequency in other
types. TF-IDF can assess the real importance of words within text corpora and this study
selected the top 60 words based on the TF-IDF ranking.

With word vectors, text clustering can be performed effectively using the following
procedure. Clustering is an unsupervised learning method that is commonly applied in
text mining. It can aggregate elements into multiple clusters based on similarity indicators,
thus revealing potential relationships within datasets. In this study, since the words in the
text corpus were converted into vectors, it was convenient to use the cosine distance as the
similarity calculation, which was expressed as follows:

cos(θ) =
∑n

i=1(Xi ×Yi)√
∑n

i=1(Xi)2 ×
√

∑n
i=1(Yi)2

(4)

where:
X and Y are word vectors,
Theta is the angle of vectors.

Because the word vectors were generated by word2vec modeling and represented
semantic relationships, the cosine distance of the word vectors could express their rele-
vance within the text corpus. Therefore, this clustering method could aggregate highly
correlated words together and identify major architectural design factors. Considering
that a priori knowledge could not determine the number of clusters, agglomerative hier-
archical clustering was applicable in this study and the algorithm was expressed as follows.

Compute the similarity matrix, if necessary.
Repeat

Merge the closest two clusters.
Refresh the similarity matrix to reflect the similarity among the new cluster and the

initial clusters
Until only one cluster remains.
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The distances between clusters were calculated using Ward link method, which is
suitable for highly dimensional data. This algorithm could construct hierarchy trees to
indicate similarity relationships between the words within the text corpus, which are
illustrated in Figure 7.

(a) Residential Architecture (b) Educational Architecture

(c) Cultural Architecture (d) Commercial Architecture

Figure 7. Clustering result.
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4. Results and Discussion

This section focuses on the analysis of the results, which identified architectural design
elements and compared the differences and similarities between different building types,
thereby providing guidance for future research.

4.1. The Consideration of Nature Was Far Below Expectations

According to the analysis results of text mining, as shown in Table 2, the proportion
of co-occurring words related to natural aspects was highest in healthcare architecture
articles (21.32%) and lowest in religious architecture and commercial architecture articles
(11.60% and 12.82%, respectively). The proportions in the majority of the other articles
were from 13% to 15%. Each article contained 50 to 60 co-occurring words that were related
to natural aspects.

The importance of nature in building design processes was far below our expecta-
tions. Each article only contained 50 to 60 co-occurring words that were related to natural
aspects, which meant that only five to eight sentences in each design description took
natural considerations into account. It is normal and reasonable for architectural designs
to compromise on many aspects, such as culture, economy and function. However, in
the interest of sustainable development, the weights of natural considerations need to
be increased.

4.2. Design Elements Clustering

According to the word clustering results, most of the words in the articles for each
architecture type were clustered into different groups, as illustrated in Figure 7. Based on
the means and similarities of the words in each group, architectural design elements could
be summarized. In total, 11 different design elements were identified in both residential
architecture and commercial architecture and 10 were identified in both educational archi-
tecture and cultural architecture. Overall, 15 design elements were identified by the word
clustering: material (M), building form and shape (BF&S), building façade (BF), function
and structure (B&S), site layout (SL), daylight (DL), energy consumption (EC), space (S),
open space (OS), orientation (O), interior environment (IE), landscape and view (L&V),
natural environment (NE), surround topography (ST) and spiritual demands (SD). The
analysis results are shown in Table 3.

Among all of the identified design elements, only six were involved in all four se-
lected building types: material (M), building façade (BF), function and structure (B&S),
open space (OS), orientation (O) and natural environment (NE). Unlike the other three
architecture types, cultural architecture took the design element of spiritual demands (SD)
into consideration. Although the word roots histor, cultur and region were also identified
in other architecture types by the word clustering, they were not clustered into the same
word group. Residential architecture paid attention to the element of surround topography
(ST), but it was not specifically mentioned in any other building types. The element of site
layout (SL) was only clustered in commercial architecture articles.

For each type of building, just because design elements were not identified did not
mean that they were not involved or considered in the design process. Many word roots
did not belong to just one design element. For example, window and glass had strong
connections with building façade (BF) and interior environment (IE) and they were also
the main word roots in daylight (DL). Additionally, construct and entrance were both
mentioned in function and structure (F&S) and energy consumption (EC). Thus, even
elements that were not clustered still had a high probability of being considered in every
building type. On the other hand, the clustered design elements appeared more frequently
in textual expression and the words they contained had closer relationships within the text
corpus. To some extent, this meant that these elements drew more attention or had higher
priorities in design processes.
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Table 3. Summary of design elements in the four building types.

Residential Architecture Education Architecture Commercial and Offices Culture Architecture

Material
brick, material, origin,

wood, stone, color
color, wood,
concret, birck

material, metal, wood,
steel, brick, color

steel, wood, color, concret

Building Form and
Shape

shape, frame, height,
slope, face, surfac, panel

construct, site, face,
area, frame, scale, space

space, face, tower,
shape, scale, structur

Building Façade
roof, structur, volum,
balconi, wall, façade

glass, window, panel,
surfac, wall, façade

height, surfac, window,
exterior, roof, volum,
façade, structur, wall

contrast, window,
façade, panel,

Function & Structure
function, privat,

public, plan, ground

layout, function, plan,
flexibl, ground,

volum, structur, roof

flexibl, layout, sorround,
plan, ground, entranc,

function, public,

construct, site, flexibl,
plan, public, function,

Site Layout
orient, site, space, face,
tower, area, shape, locat

Daylight light, window, glass light, window, glass

Energy Consumption
construct, energy, qualiti,
air, steel, ventil, entrance,

resourc, organ, climate,
energi, wind, heat,

solar, construct, north,
shade, qualiti, air

orient, air, space,
tower, scale, qualiti,

shape, energy, construct

Space
outside, inside,
site, space, area

Open Space
garden, terrac,

street, pool, park

street, entranc, terrac,
playground, squar,

park, outdoor, courtyard

squar, street, public,
ground, park

terrac, platform,
ground, street

Orientation south, north, view, orient,
south, north,

west, east
south, north,

east, west
south, north,

east, west

Interior Environment interior, light, atrium
heat, panel, window,

glass, light,
interior, floor, wall

surfac, roof, glass,
wall light, interior, floor,

Landscape & View
mountain, locat, view,
surround, field, orient

view, terrac, garden,
plant, atrium

outdoor, surround, view,
garden, locat, park, squar

Natural Environment
air, tree, water, inhabit,
slope, qualiti, horizont

wind, origin, climate,
water, resourc, tree,

mountain, origin, water,
air, organ, quality

organ, water, stone, tree, river,
mountain, quality, place, lake,

Surround Topography
surround, topographi,

locat, field, mountain, plot
Spiritual Demands histor, symbol, cultur, region

4.3. Relationship between Elements

Heat maps are efficient for visualizing semantic relationships between words. The
relationships between words of interest can be clearly observed using heat maps, which are
also used to explore correlations between words and further explore semantic relationships
and potential knowledge. The cosine similarity between words is used to represent the
semantic distance between words. Each color square in a heat map represents the degree
of cosine similarity between words, corresponding to the horizontal and vertical axes.
Different correlation coefficients correspond to different color shades and the closer the
semantic relationship, the darker the color of the squares between the words. In this
study, all words were reranked into heat maps according to the design elements into which
they were clustered; thus, the connections between design elements could be efficiently
illustrated as well.

Figure 8 shows the correlations between the clustered words that were related to
residential architecture. It is obvious from the figure that many design elements had
connections with each other, as demonstrated by the red squares. Natural environment
(NE) and energy consumption (EC) had no obvious correlations with the other elements,
while apace (S) only had an obvious connection to building form and shape (BF&S). How-
ever, other design elements for residential architecture were closely related to each other.
Building façade (BF) had high correlations with material (M), building form and shape
(BF&S) and orientation (O), as well as strong connections with function and structure (F&S),
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daylight (DL) and open space (OS). Function and structure (F&S) had close relationships
with open space (OS) and orientation (O). Daylight (DL) was closely linked to material
(M), open space (OS) and orientation (O). Open space (OS) had high correlations with
orientation (O) and surround topography (ST). Surround topography (ST) also had a close
relationship with orientation (O).

Figure 8. Heat map of clustered words related to residential architecture.

Figure 9 shows the correlations between the clustered words and design elements that
were related to educational architecture. There were no very strong connections between
the design elements for educational architecture, but the correlations were still obvious.
To some extent, energy consumption (EC) had a connection with natural environment
(NE) since some words that were clustered into these two elements correlated closely with
each other. Building façade (BF) had correlations with material (M), function and structure
(F&S), open space (OS) and interior environment (IE). Function and structure (F&S) also
had relationships with open space (OS), orientation (O) and interior environment (IE). Open
space (OS) was closely linked to orientation (O), interior environment (IE) and landscape
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and view (L&V). Orientation (O) was also obviously connected to interior environment (IE)
and landscape and view (L&V).

Figure 9. Heat map of clustered words related to education architecture.

For commercial architecture, the correlations between the clustered words and design
elements were quite different. Site layout (SL), energy consumption (EC) and natural
environment (NE) had no obvious connections with the other elements. However, the other
eight design elements had stronger and more obvious connections with each other those
for the other building types, as visualized in Figure 10. These eight design elements had
close relationships with at least three elements. Interior environment (IE) and building
façade (BF) both had relationships with seven elements and the correlation between these
two elements was stronger than predicted.
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Figure 10. Heat map of clustered words related to commercial and offices.

Compared to the heat maps of the other types of architecture, the color in Figure 11
is quite light. This meant that the correlations between the clustered words and design
elements were weaker than those for the other building types. Only six correlations
could be recognized between four elements. This result could have been because cultural
architecture is more influenced by region and local culture. Compared to the other building
types, it also has wider variations in design and text expression.
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Figure 11. Heat map of clustered words related to culture architecture.

4.4. Potential Evaluation Indicators

To select the evaluation elements, two perspectives were mainly considered. The first
was mutual relationships between buildings and the natural environment, focusing on the
protection and utilization of natural resources. From this perspective, the effectiveness of
design schemes was mainly considered to resist or improve harsh natural environments,
including how to use appropriate natural resources to improve interior environments and
whether construction projects would have adverse effects on the surrounding environment.
The second was the impact of architectural designs on landscapes, focusing on the evalua-
tion of the harmony between a project and its surrounding landscape and considering the
local characteristics and natural topography, as it is necessary to protect natural landscapes,
city skylines and the public’s view of landscapes. Combined with the word clustering re-
sults and heat maps, the 15 identified design elements were separated into eight evaluation
features and each element had two to four indicators, which are shown as follows:

• Ecological Value: Green area; The variety of species; Preservation & Creation of natural
environment.
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• Land Utilization: Site selection; Appropriate site layout; The changes of natural
topography.

• Light: Enough indoor daylight; Light pollution reduction; Daylight obstruction.
• Wind: Ventilation air & quality; Outdoor wind environment.
• Water: Water landscape variation; Water saving; Rainwater management.
• Architectural Space: Appropriate Building Form and Shape; Height of building;

Function & structure.
• View & Landscape: View out; Enough open space; Appropriate orientation; View

interference.
• Material and Resource: Renewable energy utilization; Recycling Material selection.

From the text mining results, the same types of buildings in different areas had obvious
similarities in terms of design elements. Otherwise, there would have been no obvious
word clustering results, if the text expression had been discrete. In addition, different
building types also had a high similarity in terms of design elements. This indicated that it
could be feasible to adopt the same evaluation factors in building evaluation systems for
different regions. The weights of the evaluation factors just need to be adjusted according
to the specific local conditions and different building types.

5. Conclusions and Limitations

By applying text mining technology, this paper analyzed 38,320 professional archi-
tectural design articles from the “Archdaily.com” website. The study used web crawling
and text mining technologies to explore the major factors related to natural aspects within
architecture. Using Python script, descriptions from the “Archdaily.com” website were
collected efficiency and accuracy. These building descriptions included subject knowledge
from designers and the clustering analysis discovered potential relationships between de-
sign factors and nature. In total, 15 design elements were identified by the word clustering:
material, building form and shape, building façade, function and structure, site layout, day-
light, energy consumption, space, open space, orientation, interior environment, landscape
and view, natural environment, surround topography and spiritual demands. Different
building types in different areas had obvious similarities in terms of design elements, so
it could be feasible to adopt the same evaluation factors in building evaluation systems
for different regions. This paper aimed to clarify the main building design factors with
a consideration of natural aspects, thereby offering possible evaluation indicators and
improving the environmental performance of buildings throughout the design processes.
Through the process of text mining, the correlations between words and design elements
were discovered, which could be used to stimulate the optimization of architectural design.

Even though the results showed reasonable and valuable outputs, there were some
limitations in this research, and further study is required. First, all of the architectural
design descriptions were collected from the “Archidaily.com” website, which is a single
source. Even though it is the most popular website that provides mass data about architec-
tural design, the data still contain bias to some extent. Including more data sources and
constructing comprehensive text corpora in future works could increase the confidence of
the research findings. Second, since this research focused on descriptions written in English,
the findings from the text mining were only applicable in certain regions. Therefore, the
methodology for this research could be improved to include multi-language text to produce
complementary results. Furthermore, according to the text mining results, some specialized
words were identified incorrectly, so creating terminology dictionaries based on subject
knowledge could benefit text mining.
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